
 
AROUND THE DIAMOND IN THE ABL 

ABL 2017 PLAYOFFS 

11/4/17 

 

Blackbeards rise from dead in three 
game hole to capture their first title 
in history!!!!! 
 
BIG STORY:  Lenny’s rankings had Ocracoke next to last in the post draft rankings with the Perfectos at 
number three.  The Blackbeards went on to make six trades after the draft gaining some impact talent like 
David Ortiz for Jeff Samardzija in July for the stretch run.  Titusville led the National Division all season 
long until the final week and then won four straight playoff games to reach the Cup finals.  The 
Blackbeards were a surprise division winner in the American circuit with their first division title with a 
negative run differential.  Ocracoke held off the feisty Juggernaut to reach the finals but most around the 
league weren’t giving the Beards much hope against the two-time home run record setting champion 
Perfectos.  Ocracoke’s manager entered their 10th season in the ABL in 2017 with a .385 winning 
percentage and no playoff series wins.  The Beards were searching for championship number one right 
after winning their first playoff series in history.  The stage was set as the Perfectos came in red hot to 
stake claim to their third title.  In the first three games the Perfectos launched twelve long balls to take a 
commanding 3-0 lead in the series.  Ocracoke won game four by a 6-1 count as each team sent a long ball 
over the wall.  The Blackbeards won the next two games out homering the Perfectos 2-1.  That set up an 
epic game seven in the best of seven series.  The Beards jumped out to the early lead but a Pence three 
run blast in the 7th tied the game up at three apiece.  Still tied at 3-3 in the bottom of the 9th inning Joc 
Pederson hit a double over the head of Hunter Pence to plate Eaton for the walk off victory and the first 
championship in Ocracoke history.  The Beards became the first team in ABL history to come back from 
a 3-0 hole to win the championship and the third team in history in a best seven series.  Blackbeards 
leadoff hitter and dynamic 2nd basemen Carlos Hernandez grabbed ABL Playoff M.V.P. honors hitting 
.340 with 4 runs and 5 RBI.  Hernandez was always starting things off for Ocracoke at the top of the 
lineup.  The playoff run and leading the National Division most of the season while setting a team home 
run record by the Perfectos should not be forgotten as they will challenge for that same record again next 
year.  For now, its the Blackbeards time as the club wins their first championship in dramatic fashion and 
raises the cup as the champions of the ABL in 2017!         



 
 

“BAMBINO CUP” FINALS 
Titusville vs. Ocracoke      
(Ocracoke won series 4-3) 
GM 1  TV  5  OC  3         
GM 2  TV  8  OC  3        
GM 3  TV  6  OC  4        
GM 4  OC  6  TV  1   
GM 5  OC  7  TV  4 
GM 6  OC  3  TV  0 
GM 7  OV  4  TV  3 
 

NATIONAL FINALS     
Titusville vs. Chesapeake Bay    
(Titusville won series 3-0)      

GM 1  TV  9  CB  5         
GM 2  TV  4  CB  2        
GM 3  TV  4  CB  3       

 
AMERICAN FINALS     
La Jolla vs. Ocracoke    
(Ocracoke won series 3-1)      

GM 1  OC  5  LJ  0         
GM 2  OC  8  LJ  4            
GM 3  LJ  2  OC  1       
GM 4  OC  3  LJ  1     

 
NATIONAL WILD CARD     
Tallahassee at Titusville    
(Titusville won series 1-0)      

GM 1  TV  6 TA  4       

 
AMERICAN WILD CARD 

La Jolla at Albany 
(La Jolla won series 1-0) 
GM 1  LJ  7  ALB  6         
 

AMERICAN ONE GAME SHOWDOWN 

Syracuse at La Jolla 
(La Jolla won series 1-0) 
GM 1  LJ  1  SYR  0        
 
 
2017 ABL TEAMS AND MANAGERS: 
National Division 
Chesapeake Bay Channel Cats(28th Season) Scott “Commish” Allen (Defending Champions)   
Tallahassee Terriers(27th Season)  Don “Legend” Allen Jr. 



Orlando Sharks(16th Season)   Greg “Buck” Dietzen 
Titusville Perfectos(10th Season)  Lennart “Lenny” Saaf    
Mudville Nine(3rd Season)   Casey "The Kid" Allen 
 
American Division 
Long Beach Island Starfish(15th Season) Jim “Skibby”  Bomysoad   
Syracuse Hazard(13th Season)   Jason “Coop” Cupelo   
Ocracoke Blackbeards(10th Season)  Duran “Stole” Allen 
La Jolla Juggernaut(3rd Season)   Kevin “Eradicator” Waters 
Albany Lo-Sox(Expansion Season)  Michael Saaf 
  
 
ABL 2017 IP’S 
Tallahassee  15 
Mudville  15 
Titusville  15 
Long Beach Island 15 
Albany   14 
Chesapeake Bay 14 
La Jolla   13 
Syracuse  12 
Ocracoke  12 
Orlando  7 
 
 

 
 
ROLLING DICE??  (Q and A with Game Play Notes)  (PLEASE TAKE NOTE) 

(Italic are present in the current charts) 

 

1.  If you bring the corners in (maybe to guard against the bunt), does that mean you are not holding the 

runner on 1st base? 

 

ANSWER:  Yes, if the first baseman is "in", he can't be holding.  For that reason usually the third 

baseman plays "in" with a guy on first.  The batter's bunting rating is still reduced on all balls hit to 3B, 

P, and C. 

 
 



 
 
TEAM NEWS: 
Syracuse Hazard moving franchise to Maine per their manager Jason “Coop” Cupelo: 
As many have heard the Syracuse Hazard are relocating and changing the longtime moniker.  Our time in 

the Salt City and with its fans have been wonderful but as the organization turns to a new chapter we are 

looking to write this chapter in a new setting.  So, the Hazard will be heading north to the great state of 

Maine, calling the city of Dexter home.  And the team name will now be the Thunder Geese.  Logo is in 

the works with Chris (Crown Heights) and it is close! 

 

The club will be called the Dexter Thunder Geese and still play in Cleveland’s Progressive Field. 
 
 
The expansion East Bay Grease that will begin play in 2018 with Joe Parisi at the helm have an identity as 
their logo was unveiled this week.  Can you figure out who the batter is modeled after?  
 

 
 
 
If any manager plans on not participating in the ABL next season please let the Commish know as soon as 
possible for planning purposes.  Please leave the league in good standing so you may return in the future 
if you desire to do so.   
 
If a former manager is considering returning to the ABL for next season, please request an expansion 
application to reactivate your franchise before November 15th.  Your franchise will officially be re-



activated once the league fee is paid in full. 
 
 
ABL 2018 FEE: 
The 2018 ABL fee will stay the same as 2017 at $60.  If you finish with 15 IP’s, you can get it lowered 
down to $50.  Win the title and it’s on the ABL’s nickel. 
 
Each manager must pay the $60 operational fee for the American Baseball League Season by October 
15th for the next season.  If it isn’t paid in full by the ABL Winter Meetings, the ABL will fold your team 
for that upcoming season unless other arrangements have been made with the league.  The fees help with 
expenses to run the league.  You may now pay by paypal using e-mail:  sallen1@stny.rr.com.     
 
Remember the 2018 fee is due October 15th.  Please pay the fee on time if you want to play ball in 2018.  
If cash flow is a problem, let the Commish know and something can be worked out.  You have plenty of 
notice to make sure the fee is paid on time.   
 
If an Expansion Team Fee is paid by November 15th, the new manager will be able to vote in the 
November Off-Season voting session.  The first expansion team to pay their fee in full will get the highest 
pick in the expansion draft.  The second team to pay their fee in full will get the 2nd pick in the expansion 
draft and so on.  There is no extra cost for Expansion teams in 2018. 
Fees Currently Paid: 
Chesapeake Bay Commish Fee 
Titusville  Recruitment Fee 
Ocracoke  Champions Fee 
Crown Heights  $60.00  
East Bay  $60.00  
Albany   $60.00 
La Jolla   $60.00 
 
Fees on their way: 
Orlando  $60.00 
Mudville  $50.00 
Tallahassee  $30.00 
Long Beach Island $30.00 
 
Fees Due:  (Fee could change by lost IP’s or championship) 
Dexter   $60.00 
Expansion Team $60.00  
 
 
ABL 2018 EXPANSION TEAM APPLICATIONS:   
All possible new 2018 ABL managers must fill out an ABL Expansion Team Application.  The 
Application will be reviewed and acceptance won’t be final until the expansion fee has been paid in full.   
Remember all new perspective managers must complete the new ABL Development Plan for new 
managers.  Tell a friend or co-worker about the fun of managing in the ABL. 
 

 
DEADLINE FOR 2018 EXPANSION TEAMS:   
November 15th is the deadline for any new expansion team or re-activated team to enter the ABL for the 
2018 season.  Exceptions will be made on a case-by-case basis till the cards arrive.  If you have someone 
possibly interested, let the Commish know so they can fill out the Expansion Team Application. 



 
 
ABL 2018 STADIUM/NAME CHANGES:  All current teams must notify the league office by 
November 15th if they plan on switching ball parks for the upcoming 2018 season.  Stadiums are on a 
first come basis.  Teams must stay in the same stadium for duration of three seasons before requesting a 
move.  Teams must also let the ABL office know about any team name changes by November 15th also. 
 
 
ABL TENTATIVE SCHEDULE: 
MLB Rosters frozen for the ABL   Oct 1st 
Fee Deadline      Oct 15th  
Expansion Team Deadline    Nov 15th 
Expansion Team Draft     Nov 19th 
Franchise Players Deadline    Dec 1st 
Triple Play Cards Arrive    Jan 1st     
Spring Training Games Begin    TBD  
Existing Teams Drop Deadline    TBD  
Expansion Teams Drop Deadline   TBD 
Free Agent Draft Day     Jan 28th 
Spring Training Games Deadline    Jan 31st 
Taxi Teams Deadline     Jan 31st 
Regular Season Begins     Feb 2nd 
 
 

 
 
ABL 2017 YEARBOOK:   
I'm beginning to work on the ABL Yearbook for 2017.  I'm again looking for articles from fellow ABL 
managers and fellow tabletop baseball fans to spice up the Yearbook.  It can be a statistical 
analysis(Lenny) or a story about a day playing wiffleball as a kid.  A story about a particular series or fun 
baseball excursion you took recently or while growing up.  Anything related to baseball or tabletop 
baseball. 
  
Please have all articles in by Friday November 10th.... 
  
You can check out last year's yearbook here in case you missed it: 
http://www.lulu.com/shop/scott-allen/abl-2016-yearbook-ebook/ebook/product-22959209.html 
 
 



 
 
FUTURE ABL MANAGERS:   
Reminder to all managers that if you find someone interested in baseball let’s get them started in the ABL 
Developmental Plan playing practice games.  Contact the Commish for a sample set of cards/charts and 
start teaching the ABL’s next Billy Martin the excitement of tabletop baseball. 
 
ABL Developmental Plan Guidelines: 
At a minimum new perspective managers, must complete the following: 

1. Two practice games with an ABL Manager with score sheets. 
2. One practice game with an ABL Manager on the dice roller. 
3. Submit one recap of one of the practice games to be included in Around the Diamond. 
4. Total of three practice games must be completed with ABL Managers. 
5. Then the new perspective manager should request an ABL Expansion Application. 
6. Finally, the new perspective manager should pay the $60 operational fee once their ABL 

Expansion Application is approved. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
TRANSACTION REPORT: 
10/22 TAXI TEAM:  Titusville sent down Hisashi Iwakuma, Jackie Bradley and called up 
Jake Barrett, Fernando Abad. 
 
 



 
 
RECAPS OF ABL BASEBALL: 
“Bambino Cup” Finals 
Titusville vs. Ocracoke 
PERFECTOS FLEX THEIR MUSCLES IN GAME ONE 
Hendricks vs Lewis 
Scoring was quiet until the 3rd, but in the 2nd Hendricks called the manager out to the mound and said he 
wasn't feeling to hot in the October weather of Ocracoke. The beards were hoping to jump on the bullpen 
from then on out. Top 3rd and Pefrectos Curtis Granderson hit a solo shot. In the 4th, his fellow outfielder 
Dickerson decided to launch a three shot for a 4-0 lead. In bottom fourth, the beards get one back from 
recent call up CJ Cron RBI single to make it 4-1. Bottom 6th and beards keep crawling back after loading 
the bases with no outs, Andrus draws a bases loaded walk off Wil Harris. With one out, David Ortiz hits a 
fielders choice with infield back to bring another run in and make it 4-3 perfectos. Top 8th and Cespedes 
goes yard solo style for a little insurance. Bottom 9th with Thornburg in, beards would get one runner on 
before Szczur would strike out to end game one. 
Final TV 5 OC 3 
 
Pitching 
Titusville 
Hendricks 2 inn 
W- Lorenzen 2 inn 
Harris 2 inn 
Gregerson 1 inn 
Kontos 2/3 inn 
Abad 2/3 inn 
S-Thornbug 2/3 inn 
 
Ocracoke 
L- Lewis 8 inn 
Watson 1 inn 
 
Injuries 
 
None  
 
TITUSVILLE KEEPS FLEXING MUSCLES IN GAME TWO 
Sale vs Bumgarner. 
The beards get things going in the 1st with a Cabrera solo shot. Top 2nd and Pence responds right back 
with a solo shot for Titusville. Long ball attack keeps going in bottom 2nd as beards David Ortiz smacks 
a solo dinger for 2-1 lead. Top 5th with two out and two on, Cespedes steps in and launches a three run 
dinger off Madbum for a 4-2 Perfectos lead. Beards chip away grabbing a run in the 8th with a Hernandez 
RBI single. The beards call on Reed to keep it close but he melts down quickly giving up a lead off dinger 



to Machado followed by a RBI from that Cespedes guy and a two run dinger from Dickerson to make it 8-
3. Blackbeards go down 1,2,3 to end game giving the Perfectos a 2-0 series lead as we head to Titusville. 
Final Score TV 8 OC 3 
 
Pitching 
Titusville  
W- Sale 7 2/3 inn 
Gregerson 1/3 inn 
S- Thornburg 1 inn 
 
Ocracoke  
L- Bumgarner 5 inn 
Watson 1 inn 
Wilson 2 inn 
Reed 1 inn 
 
Injuries 
 
Titusville- none 
 
Ocracoke- Rua out for game on HBP in 4th. 
 
 
TITUSVILLE CONTINUES TO FLEX MUSCLES FOR COMMANDING 3-0 SERIES LEAD 
Descalfini vs Estrada 
Bottom 1st lead off hitter the Grandyman turns on the first pitch he sees and launches it over the wall to 
get the Perfectos team and crowd going. Top 5th, beards get that run back with some small ball, Joc hits a 
double moves to third on RG 1B before an Estrada slider crosses Grandal and allows Joc to score on the 
wild pitch. Perfectos answer right back in the bottom half leading off with a Kiermaier solo dinger. 
Beards make it 2-2 in top of 7th with a Andrus RBI single. Perfectos doing what they do hit another lead 
off solo shot, the teams third of the game this time from Dickerson to make it 3-2. The scrappy beards 
keep coming in the 8th and tie it back up with a Schimpf solo dinger. Perfectos gonna do what Perfectos 
gonna do. This time Grandal smacks a solo dinger for 4-3 lead in bottom 8th but not as a lead off hitter. 
Top 9th and beards tie it back up with a Buster Posey solo shot. Bottom 9th one on, two out with the 
pitcher up. Perfectos call Rosales to pinch hit. Uehara throws the pitch and Rosales sends it over the wall 
for the walk off dinger and send the Perfectos crowd into a frenzy. 
Final OC 4 TV 6 
 
Pitching 
Ocracoke  
Descalfini 6 inn 
Wilson 1 inn 
Watson 1/3 inn 
Reed 1 inn 
L- Uehara 2/3 inn 
 
Titusville 
Estrada 5 2/3 inn 
Abad 1/3 inn 
Gregerson 1 inn 
Harris 1 inn 



W- Thornburg 1 inn 
 
No injures 
 
 
BLACKBEARDS BULLPEN HOLDS DOWN THE SHIP TO FORCE GAME FIVE 
Degrom vs Wright 
Cespedes steps in as a lead off hitter in bottom first and stop me if you heard this before, launches a solo 
shot off degrom for the 1-0 lead. Top of the 4th and beards get some life from Joc Pederson as he smacks 
a two out three run dinger when he connects with a knuckle ball. Degrom would make it five innings 
giving up six hits and one run before the bullpen would take over. Reed, Watson, Wilson and Kimbrel 
combine for eight strike outs and no baserunners over the final four innings. Top 9th OC would get some 
insurance runs via CJ Cron pinch hit RBI single and a Cabrera two RBI single. 
Final score OC 6 TV 1 
 
Pitching 
Ocracoke 
W- Degrom 5 inn 
Reed 1 inn 
Watson 1 inn 
Wilson 1 inn 
S- Kimbrel 1 inn 
 
Titusville 
L- Wright 5 inn 
Abad 1 inn 
Gregerson 1 inn 
Harris 1 inn 
Lorenzen 1 inn 
 
Injuries  
Titusville- none 
 
Ocracoke- Pederson out for game on HBP in 9th 
 
 
BLACKBEARDS OFFENSE FORCES GAME SIX 
Bumgarner vs Hendricks 
Beards hoping Bumgarner on short rest will prolong their season and bring the series back home. Top 3rd 
and Bumgarner gets some run support from unsung hero/ RoY candidate Trayce Thompson via solo 
dinger. Top 5th and Bumgarner not only pitches decently but provides his own run support with a RBI 
single, Hernandez would provide another RBI single before Schimpf would bring them both in on a two 
RBI double for a 5-0 beards lead. In bottom 5th, Bumgarner starts to tire out a bit and gives up a RBI 
single to Zobrist and Grandal to make it 5-2 beards. Top 6th and beards get those two right back with a 
Cabrera two run dinger off Harris. In the bottom 7th, Perfectos would get two via a Cespedes two run 
dinger. That was Cespedes fourth dinger of the series and makes it 7-4 beards. Wilson and Kimbrel shut 
the door in the 8th and 9th and we are going back to Ocracoke for game six. 
Final Score OC 7 TV 4 
 
Pitching 
Ocracoke 



W- Bumgarner 4 2/3 inn 
Reed 2 inn 
Uehara 1/3 inn 
Wilson 1 inn 
S- Kimbrel 1 inn 
 
Titusville 
L- Hendricks 5 inn 
Harris 2 inn 
Gregerson 1 inn 
Thornburg 1 inn 
 
Injuries 
Titusville- Grandal out two games ( foul ball off the groin crazy play in 8th) 
 
Ocracoke none 
 
BEARDS TOSS SHUTOUT TO FORCE WINNER TAKE ALL GAME SEVEN 
Sale vs Lewis 
Beards get on the board in the 3rd with a CJ Cron RBI single. Big Papi would add a two RBI single in the 
6th for a 3-0 lead for all the scoring. Perfectos would get four hits in the game with two doubles but 
couldn't bring them home. Not a whole lot was going on in this game. 
Final Score TV 0 OC 3 
 
Pitching 
Titusville 
L- Sale 8 inn 
 
Ocracoke  
W- Lewis 6 inn 
Reed 1 inn 
Wilson 1 inn 
S- Kimbrel 1 inn 
 
No injuries 
 
JOCJAMS WALKOFF HIT COMPLETES BEARDS HISTORIC COMEBACK FOR BAMBINO CUP 
Estrada vs Degrom 
Beards jump on Estrada in the 1st with a lead off single from Hernandez then a stolen base which was the 
only one of the series (sorry buck and sorry guys we do not have a free taco from Taco Bell deal in place. 
Maybe Coop can do a free cookie). Eaton and Ortiz draw walks to load bases with no outs. Trumbo hits a 
fielders choice that brings in one run then JocJams hits another fielders choice that brings another run in 
for a 2-0 beards lead. In the 2nd the beards score one with a David Ortiz RBI single to make it 3-0. 
Degrom meanwhile is cruising on short rest giving up three hits in five innings. Top of the 7th and the 
beards bring in their second reliever in Tony Watson to get some decent matchups on the batters card as 
lefty. Holiday flys out then Grandal draws a walk. Santana pinch hits for Kiermaier and rips a double. 
Perfectos decided what to do with Pence and leave him in to hit against Watson. It was a good choice as 
Pence launches a three run dinger to tie it up at three apiece. We head to bottom 9th tied at three and 
Hernandez, Eaton, Ortiz due up against Gregerson. Hernandez hits a RG 1B then Eaton rips a double. 
With first base open, Perfectos manager mulls over Ortiz or Trumbo and picks right as he isssues the 
intentional walk to Ortiz. Trumbo then goes down swinging. Next batter up is Pederson with two on two 



out and chance to be a hero or send this game to extras. Gregerson tosses the pitch and it's hit on a rope to 
Pence with his VG defensive range. Pence can't get there quick enough as he makes a full out extension 
dive for the catch to have the ball bounce pass him to the wall and Eaton scores from second completing 
the comeback from down 3-0 in series and giving the BlackBeards manager his first championship. 
Final Score TV 3 OC 4 
 
Pitching 
Titusville 
Estrada 4 inn 
Harris 2 2/3 inn 
Abad 1/3 inn 
L- Gregerson 1 2/3 inn 
 
Ocracoke 
Degrom 5 inn 
Uehara 1 inn 
Watson 1 inn 
W- Reed 2 inn 
 
No injuries 
 
Series Notes 
 
Hits  
TV 55 OC 54 
 
Homeruns  
TV 15 OC 7 
 
Stolen Bases 
TV 0-0 OC 1-2 (Hernandez on both attempts) 
 
HBP 
TV 4 OC 4 
 
Strikeouts 
TV 63 OC 70 
 
Walks 
TV 7 OC 13 
 
Errors 
TV 3 OC 2 
 
Thanks for setting up an easy schedule and rolling a hell of a series Len. 
 
 

 

 

 



Series Notes: 
            T-Ville     Ocracoke 

WINS          3             4 

RUNS          27            30 

HITS          55            54 

HR            15    7  

2B            13            15 

LOB           36            39 

SB            0/0           1/2   

E             3             2 

 
 

 
 
ABL 2017 AWARDS:   
The ABL awards will be announced via twitter and e-mail to coincide with the Major League Award 
Announcements the week before the ABL Winter Meetings.  Awards will be on hand at the ABL Winter 
Meetings and shipped to the out of town managers.   
 
ABL Award Schedule: 

Monday – November 13th:  ABL Rookie of the Year 
Tuesday – November 14th:  ABL Manager of the Year and Al Arthurs Extra Effort Manager of the Year 
Wednesday – November 15th:  ABL Pitcher of the Year and ABL Relief Pitcher of the Year   
Thursday – November 16th:  ABL Player of the Year and ABL Unsung Hero of the Year 
Friday – November 17th:  ABL Hall of Fame Induction Class including Public Ballots 
 
 

 
 



ABL 2017 WINTER MEETINGS:   
The 2017 ABL Winter Meetings will take place Sunday November 19th at 6:30 p.m. eastern (5:30 p.m. 

central/ 3:30 p.m. pacific) at the ABL League Office.  Mark your calendar and plan to attend or call in 
for the 2017 ABL Winter Meetings.   
 
We’ll be using Skype to create a conference call using the ABL wifi access. 
Options are easy: 

1. Log in to Skype like you’re playing a game on the roller and I’ll add you to the Skype group call 
2. Email me the number you want me to call you at and I’ll call you and then add you to the Skype 

Group call. 
 
Agenda: 
1.  Introduction of the 2018 ABL Expansion teams:   
Chris Marcello joins the ABL an expansion club as the manager of the Crown Heights Kings. 
 
Announced on twitter this past week was the news a new manager will be joining the ranks of the ABL in 

2018.  Chris Marcello completed the developmental plan and is expansion application has been accepted.  

Chris will become the 35th manager in ABL history when he rolls his first game next February.  Chris will 

set up camp in Brooklyn, New York and his club will be known as the Crown Heights Kings playing their 

home games in pitcher friendly Seattle’s Safeco Stadium.   

 
Joe Parisi joins the ABL as the second expansion club in 2018 as manager of the East Bay Grease. 
 
Announced on twitter this morning was the news a new manager will be joining the ranks of the ABL in 

2018.  It’s our 2nd expansion team slated to begin play next season.  Joe Parisi completed the 

developmental plan and is expansion application has been accepted.  Joe will become the 36th manager in 

ABL history when he rolls his first game next February.  Joe will set up camp in Oakland, California and 

his club will be known as the East Bay Grease playing their home games in hitter friendly New York’s 

Yankee Stadium.   

 
ABL Team News:   
Syracuse Hazard moving franchise to Maine per their manager Jason “Coop” Cupelo: 
As many have heard the Syracuse Hazard are relocating and changing the longtime moniker.  Our time in 

the Salt City and with its fans have been wonderful but as the organization turns to a new chapter we are 

looking to write this chapter in a new setting.  So, the Hazard will be heading north to the great state of 

Maine, calling the city of Dexter home.  And the team name will now be the Thunder Geese.  Logo is in 

the works with Chris (Crown Heights) and it is close! 

The club will be called the Dexter Thunder Geese and still play in Cleveland’s Progressive Field. 
 
2.  Presentation of the 2017 “Bambino Cup” Champion.   
 
3.  Off-Season Voting Session.  The Commish will give his point of view then Managers in attendance 
will be allowed to comment on rule changes up for vote to state their views. Managers must send in votes 
if they can’t attend in person but will not be allowed to comment during the voting process.  It is very 
important to attend if you want to have a voice in the future of the ABL in 2018.  Any new proposal must 
be voted in by 66% or more of the managers including the Commish otherwise the vote reverts back to 
the current rule. 
          
4.  Expansion Draft and Player Pool.   
Crown Heights will make their expansion team selection. 
Then East Bay will make their expansion team selection. 



 
Then Orlando manager Greg “Buck” Dietzen will pick one team by a random draw to add to the Player 
Pool to strengthen the Free Agent Draft.  (Crown Heights) 
Mudville manager Casey Allen will pick one team by a random draw to add to the Player Pool to 
strengthen the Free Agent Draft.  (East Bay) 
    
(Commish Drawing) 

 
 
VOTING: 
Each manager is required to vote on league issues.  This is a fun league and voting is one of the vehicles 
for getting changes into the rulebook.  You may vote for one of the options presented (i.e. A, B, C, or D) 
or abstain.  Not voting is unacceptable and Incentive Points will be lost.  At the annual off-season Winter 
Meetings, only managers in attendance either in person or via Skype will be allowed to comment during 
the voting process.  Managers not in attendance will submit their votes only. 
 
 

 
 
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MAJOR CHANGES FOR 2018 ABL RULEBOOK: 
The Commish has the power to install or amend any rule changes he feels that would be in the best 

interest of the league by making amendments or proposing amendments for vote to this rulebook.  These 

changes are before the ABL Winter Meetings.  Please understand more changes might be needed after the 

conclusion of the Winter Meetings.  Commish’s comments in blue.  

 
Rule Book Changes: 
Rule Proposals 
This rulebook governs the ABL.  Each manager may petition for rule changes or additions as amendments 
to this rulebook by submitting proposals to the Commish.  The Commish will decide to add the proposal 

to the agenda as a Commish sponsored proposal or reject the proposal based on the best interest of the 

league clause.  ABL managers usually vote in November on any possible amendments.  The Commish 
has the power to install or amend any rule changes he feels that would be in the best interest of the league 
by making amendments or proposing amendments for vote to this rulebook.   
 
The review board will no longer decide if a proposal is added to the agenda.  The Commish will approve 
or reject a proposal and let all the managers have a chance to vote.  This will affect rule proposals for the 
2018 Winter Meetings. 
 
An amendment requires:  

1. A petition (proposal) by one manager that is approved by the Commish.  



2. All submitted proposals must be submitted by October 15th at 8 p.m. eastern. 
3. Once the off-season voting agenda is finalized, any new proposal must be voted in by 66% or 

more of the managers including the Commish otherwise the vote reverts back to the previous 

rule.   
4. The Commish reserves veto power on all rules unless it is voted in by more than 75% of the 

managers.          
 
Starting with the 2017 Winter Meetings, proposals will need more than a simple majority to pass.  I made 
this change so there is more of consensus in favor of a change with 66% or more needed to make a rule 
change. 
 
Tanking 
League Membership 
All ABL Managers will be responsible for the following: 
     1.  Paying all league fees on time. 
     2.  Sending in draft sheets on time or attend draft in person. 
     3.  Meeting all league deadlines on time (E-mail is a must). 
     4.  Acting in a professional manner at all times. 
     5.  Following the ABL Rulebook.       
     6.  Contact the Commish’s Office when you feel the rules have been violated. 
     7.  That all games are played with the intention of winning. 

     8.  Sending in votes on time.  
     9.  Must have computer to include reliable internet, email, and dice roller access. 
     10.  Having Fun!!!!!!   
 
All managers should manage games to win regardless of transactions made for the future.   
 
The Review Board 
The Review Board consisting of three league managers will help with disputes involving the Commish, 
trade protests, rule interpretations when requested, and anytime the Commish wants more input on a 
league issue. Every December 1st, three new members will be selected to serve on the panel.  Each 

division will have at least one manager on the review board.  The Commish will take the place of board 
members if the dispute involves one of the board members.  A replacement review board member will be 

selected if the dispute involves the Commish and another board member.  Replacement review board 

members will be selected by highest winning percentage currently not on the review board. The Review 

Board members for the 2018 season are Don Allen Jr., Skibby Bomysoad, and Michael Saaf. 

 
Review Board was active in 2017 with rule proposals and one trade protest.  In 2018, rule proposals 
won’t be part of the review board’s function.  Each division having a representative was added to ensure 
fairness in the case of trade protests. 
 
Dice Roller    
Dice Roller using Rolz (Online Dice Roller)  
The ABL uses the Rolz Online Dice Roller.  Instructions on how to play using Rolz are provided by the 
ABL.  Teams use Skype to call and communicate moves for free over the internet.  Cell phones may be 
used for a temporary backup solution for communication on an emergency basis.  https://roll20.net/ will 

be used as the backup if the Rolz server is down.  Roll20 is similar to rolz.org: Create a login, set up a 

room and then invite the team you’re playing to the room. 

 
We had an issue this year with the Rolz server going down.  If that happens in 2018, navigate to the 
backup site at Roll20 that worked quite nicely.  



 
Franchise Players 
Each team may select up to fifteen franchise players each season to build their franchise.  All 
remaining non-franchise players become free agents.  All franchise players must be selected by December 
1st at 8 p.m. eastern for the upcoming season.  If the franchise player is not carded by the game system or 
can’t play in the ABL due to not meeting the minimum requirements, the manager may release him or 
elect to keep the player on the roster.   
 
Franchise players is lowered one to account for decreasing back to 30.  Balanced at 15 keeps with 15 draft 
picks.  The extra two players on the taxi team were not being utilized and mostly used for storage for the 
next season.   
 
Rosters 
Roster Limit   
The ABL office will maintain the league’s MASTER roster.  Each team can keep a total of 30 players 

on their roster.  The active roster is 25 maximum and the taxi squads are 5 maximum.  All teams must 
have minimum of six pitchers that can start on the roster by the Free Agent Deadline.  Each team's active 

roster must contain at least two players (not including pitchers) who are eligible to start at each 

position; at least one player must NOT have any limitations.  No two positions may require the same 
two players, although one player may be used to satisfy this requirement for many positions.  A player 

who is injured or suspended one game at the start of the series may be counted towards filling the 

position requirement.  Players injured or suspended more than one game do not count towards filling 

the position requirement.   
 
Overall rosters lowered by two from 32 to 30 with 25 on the active and 5 on the taxi team.  A 
configuration we used for many seasons. 
 
Trades   
Any manager may protest a trade between two teams based on fairness of compensation in the trade. 

The trade protest must be submitted to the league office within 24 hours of the e-mail announcing the 
trade otherwise the trade is officially approved.  Each manager including the Commish will be allocated 

two trade protests per season from January until the trade deadline.  If the trade is protested by at least 

two managers, the Commish will then send the trade protest to the Review Board.  The managers 

protesting the trade must submit justification for the protest.  If only one manager protests the trade, 

the protest is dropped and that manager retains his trade protest for future use.   
 
The Review Board may request information from the teams involved in the trade as necessary.  The 

Review Board should attempt to render a quick decision within 24 hours if possible.  A unanimous vote 

of 3-0 supporting the protest by the Review Board voids the trade otherwise the trade is approved. 
Players involved in a protested trade can’t play for either team during the protest and may be sent 

down to the taxi team of the new team until the protest is resolved.   
 
No trades will be considered for initial approval if a team involved in the trade is scheduled to play 

within 48 hours.  The trade submittal isn’t considered official until the team involved has completed 

their series and the trade approval is resubmitted/reconfirmed. 

 
Trade protests are staying with a tweak.  Each manager will retain two protests including the Commish.  
For a trade to be protested, two managers must submit a protest to get more of a consensus.  Another 
change is the review process has been simplified with only one vote from the review board vs. the 
multiple levels that were in place during the 2017 season.  Hopefully this will speed up the fact of the 
trade is approved or rejected.  Due to this process, remember all trades must be completed 48 hours before 



playing to ensure the protest period has passed.   
 
Taxi Team  
Each team will be able to place a maximum of five players on their taxi team.  These players will make 
up the team’s taxi squad they can go to and bring up players in case of injuries and trades.  Each team 
may involve these players in all trades.  Teams are limited to only four pitcher and four player taxi team 

transactions per regular season.  No limitations in playoffs since rosters are set on a per series basis.  

Exceptions:  Bringing up a pitcher/player after a trade, injury, or suspension.  Another exception is 

when a team is below 25 active players on their roster.  The transaction must take place before the next 

series to not count against the limitation.  Also, teams must call up a pitcher/player by the next series 

after the pitcher/player comes off the injury/suspension list to not count against the limitation.   

No transaction is official until the Commish has e-mailed the entire league.   
 
Two changes in the taxi team area.  The first one is the taxi team will be lowered as mentioned above 
from seven to five.  The second change is bringing back the number of taxi transaction teams can make.  
In prior seasons there was only a pitcher limitation, in 2018 there will also be a player limitation.   
 
2019 Draft Lottery 
To be held sometime in January/February on a weekend.  The draft will be open to all positions.  In 

the first round, a draft lottery will be conducted to determine the draft position for the first three draft 

picks.  Expansion teams and teams that didn’t qualify for the playoffs will take part in the lottery.  

Teams that qualify for a one game showdown will not be eligible for the draft lottery.  If less than three 

teams are eligible for the draft lottery, the draft lottery will be reduced to the number of remaining 

eligible teams.   

 

Existing teams included in the lottery will be given two entries into the draft lottery, but may receive 

only one of the top three picks. Expansion teams will be given one entry into the draft lottery.  The 

draft lottery drawing will be conducted at the annual off-season Winter Meetings.   

 

The remaining first round order will continue with non-playoff teams in reverse order of finish 

followed by any expansion teams that were not selected in the draft lottery. Then the playoff teams in 

reverse order of finish in the playoffs.  If a team joins the league after the draft lottery, that team will 

be placed before playoff teams. 

 

The draft order for the remainder of the draft will be in the traditional format.  The expansion teams 

receive the first pick of the second round.  If there are multiple expansion teams, the teams will rotate 

draft order each round.  Then followed by the non-playoff teams in reverse order of finish.  Then 

playoff teams in reverse order of finish in the playoffs will complete the remaining rounds draft order.  

Teams will have a two-minute time limit on draft picks.  There will be a mandatory one-minute 

between picks for all rounds.  Once a manager announces their draft pick selection, the pick is final 

regardless if a card mistake is noticed after the announcement.  Each team will select till they have 

reached a total of 30 players and pitchers in the draft.  Teams will not be allowed to trade players and 

draft picks during the draft. 

 
This rule will not go into effect for the upcoming 2018 Free Agent Draft but will be in place in 2019.  
Another minor change is; once a manager announces their draft pick selection, the pick is final.  
Managers should make sure they are prepared for the draft.  Math mistakes will need to be owned. 
 
 
SEASON ENDING COMMISH THOUGHTS: 
ABL Developmental Plan 



Just a reminder that the ABL Developmental Plan is the avenue to bring in new managers and a practice 
team was available all season and another practice team will be available in 2018.  This year we bring in 
two managers that graduated through the developmental plan as Chris Marcello and Joe Parisi join the 
ranks of the ABL in 2018.  Finding new managers to join the ABL is important as we move forward.  I 
thank you for your continued support.  Remember the league will grow as far as the managers are willing 
to take it. 
 
ABL Schedule Request Changes 
Just a reminder, the ABL Schedule is created by a pre-determined matix that assigns opponents based on 
the previous season’s winning percentage.  Two teams may request a certain time of year of extra games 
against each other (i.e. Series in July) then adjustments will be attempted if possible.  Remember those 
adjustments will be more difficult if we end up with an odd number of teams.  Please get in your requests 
in early, soon after the Winter Meetings.     
 
Mistakes 
Just a reminder when playing games, it’s not a bad thing to slow down once in a while.  This year was a 
little bumpy in the mistake area.  We only had four managers finish with all their 15 allotted IPs.  Some of 
the infractions:  allowing a pitcher to pitch after he was pinch hit for, playing players that needed to be at 
a birth, pitching pitchers not fully rested, etc.  Just remember when playing games to simply “slow it 
down a bit” when rolling your games.  Have fun and take your time.   
 
Deadlines 
As a group the league has once again been doing a great job in getting recaps and score sheets in on time.  
You should all give yourself a pat on the back for that effort.  We had three late recaps and three late 
scoresheets all season without an extension request!  That’s an impressive effort.  Please keep up the 
dedication of meeting the deadlines in a timely manner. 
 
Manager Participation 
Finally, I would like to again thank all the managers that stepped up and helped when needed.  A big 
thank you goes out to Tallahassee Manager Don Allen Jr. for working hard each play week on the ABL 
Stats throughout the season.  Through these statistics the league managers can reflect on how the players 
they drafted or decided to keep back in the winter performed on the diamond. 
 
An additional big thank to Long Beach Island Manager Skibby Bomysoad for writing the Spotlight and 
Series Previews each play week.  Once again; we received several positive comments from league 
managers and fans of the ABL on their enjoyment reading the Spotlight throughout the season in each 
newsletter along with the additional insight of the series previews. 
 
An additional thank you to Titusville manager Lenny Saaf for helping out on the yearbook each season 
with articles and the awesome covers the last three years! 
 
A thank you to all the managers that took time out of their schedule to join Commish Chat as a guest on 
the ASN.  Realizing we only churned out two episodes early in the season.  It’s fair to say the future of 
the ASN moving forward is in doubt as the use of other social media outlets are expanded.   
 
A warm thank you to all the managers that participated on twitter throughout the season.  A special shout 
out to Albany Lo-Sox manager Michael Saaf for being the most creative and really bringing the rest of the 
league into his baseball world.  It’s time to light up the Big Sexy Candle!  The use of twitter has really 
brought the league closer together from coast to coast.  I encourage all managers to get involved on 
twitter if you haven’t and stay involved if you are active.  I’ve heard from a lot of managers that the use 
of twitter has added another layer of enjoyment to the league. 



 
Managers like you are what make being in the ABL a lot of fun.  Please keep it up as we continue to grow 
as an organization.  Thanks again for your support. 
 
See everyone at the Winter Meetings 
Commish 
 


